This is more than siding. It's exterior drama.
There's a difference between

covering and coveting, between just

adding on and truly standing out.

It's time to put curb appeal front and

center with an exterior-transforming,

contemporary accent.
DISTINGUISH WITH HIGH DESIGN AND LOW MAINTENANCE.

Cedar Renditions™ by Royal® is siding at its adaptable and durable best. Compelling contemporary aesthetics are displayed with equal power as a complementary accent or an exterior feature. Real wood looks take your home to the next level, expressing curb appeal in several colors.

Top Features:
• Look of real woodgrain
• Virtually maintenance free
• Moisture proof
• Easy to install
• Non-flammable
• LEED compliant and 100% recyclable
• 25-year prorated limited warranty
• Panel supports over 200 mph
• PVDF top coat offers a robust paint technology

Overlapping boards take seams out of the picture to achieve longer lengths. Cedar Renditions siding, trim and accessories—available in complementary woodgrain colors—work together to tell an unforgettable design story.

Made from very low-maintenance, recyclable aluminum, Cedar Renditions is water-resistant, impervious to cold, insect-proof and extremely durable. Which means it has a long life expectancy.
DISTINCTIVE SHADES OF SLEEK

Our traditional and premium colors project a full range of options, lending visual stopping power to all kinds of accents.

**Premium Colors**
- Riverwood
- Timberline
- Smokewood
- Grey Oak

**Traditional Colors**
- Amberwood
- Cedar Bark
- Charwood
- Spanish Moss

These are multi-toned colors offering a range to achieve a random and natural appearance.
A one-of-a-kind, high-design, low-maintenance sensation.
CEDAR RENDITIONS™ BY ROYAL® DESIGN SERIES

Raise your contemporary game.

Cedar Renditions Design Series combines sturdy contemporary wood aesthetics and a distinctly streamlined presence with the durability of thicker gauge aluminum siding. Which makes it a knockout and a no-brainer for any project. It deepens the curb appeal of any home: as a subtle or dramatic contrasting complement to a broad array of exteriors, including board & batten, shingle and stone.

- Features a wide reveal and a thicker gauge siding
- Modern, streamlined look
- Seamless overlapping notch to achieve longer length
- Residential and light commercial applications
- Compatible with Cedar Renditions accessories

PROFILES

6"
Our extra-contemporary 6" profile is a compelling way to raise the profile of your home.

SOFFIT
A perfectly complementary, low-maintenance finishing touch to Cedar Renditions siding.

ACCESSORIES

1/2" J-TRIM
STARTER STRIP
1" FACE
1" FACE 1/8" J-TRIM
OUTSIDE CORNER POST
TRIM COIL
Royal® Building Products exists for one reason: to push the limits of what every type of exterior can be. We strive for best-in-class manufacturing and industry-leading innovation. What drives us? Every homeowner who demands exteriors that add value, perform impeccably, look amazing and make their lives easier. Our goal is to bring more products, more styles, more technology, more design insight and more sustainable solutions to the attention of everyone who cares about creating the best exterior possible. Build Royal™